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Nature Watch in and around the Colne Valley… Mike Grealy 
 

Early January is a great time for watching birds.  As temperatures 
plummet, birds from further north and east are still on the move, 
although most of the action is at the coast. Wildfowl numbers are 
building up and typically will not reach a peak 
until late into the month.  Amongst the arrivals 
are some rarer visitors including Smew and 
Bewick’s Swans, the latter all the way from 
northern Siberia.   Both can sometimes be 
viewed from the causeways at Abberton Reservoir.   Alongside the 
ducks on the coastal mudflats and marshes are thousands of waders.   
They will tough it out unless a prolonged period of snow and ice sets in.  
The vast ranks of birds attract raptors.  Peregrines and merlins cause 
panic sending swirling clouds of birds into the heavy winter air.  
 

Some birds seek easier pickings inland. Little egrets 
and cormorants have become a familiar sight along 
the Colne.  Little egrets stand alone hunched along 
the banks of the river at Chalkney Mill with bill and 
neck typically withdrawn.   Once rare visitors to the 
county and only breeding for the first time in Britain in 
1996 they have benefited from the warming climate.  
 

As food becomes scarcer in the countryside more birds are coming into 
the garden. Redwings finally put in an appearance on Christmas Eve 
and stripped a berry-laden cotoneaster bush in record time. They have 
now joined blackbirds tucking into apples under the hedges. Alongside 
the resident birds are larger more dominant birds probably from 
Scandinavia or Germany.  
    

Large numbers of waxwings have been reported in 
Scotland and are gradually making their way 
south.  Individual birds have been spotted in 
Sudbury and Maldon.  Ornamental berry bushes in 
supermarket car parks are a favoured target.     An 
ornamental rowan on Colneford Hill has attracted a 
flock of waxwings in the past.   Will it be a waxwing 
winter in White Colne? 
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